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energía verde
It's another way to call clean energy.  It is all kinds of energy that is benevolent with the environment so it does not affect
the environment.  These are types of alternative energy such as wind or solar power.  Eco-friendly energy. 
Zero-emission energy. 

energumeno
The correct term is madman, always with tilde.  It means that it acts as a madman, who has no control of his actions. 
Demoniac, crazy, possessed, furious, furious, frantic, mad, rabid, exalted, violent, crazy.

energúmeno
It means that it acts as a madman, who has no control of his actions.  Demonized, possessed, furious, furious, frantic,
mad, rabid, exalted, violent, crazy.

eneruado
I think that it asks for enervated.  If so it means furious madman, furious, bravo.  It also put nervous, cause nerves or
weaken, leaving no strength.

enervar
It means putting short-tempered, angry.  Put nervous, alter.

enetofobia
Exaggerated fear of pointed or sharp elements.  Also to the cutting elements. 

eneydi
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means "the one who captivates".  It has as variants Enedina and Aeneid.

enéadas
Plural of enéada , meaning group of nine elements .  Novenas.  Name of works by Plotinus, a Greco-Roman
philosopher, grouped into 6 collections of nine books each. 

enémico
Refers to a product or liquid used for enemas, lavatives, washes or clismas.

enérgica recia
They are two synonyms of strong, vigorous. 

enérgico
It means that it has energy, that it acts with energy.  Vigorous, strong, thriving, brisk.  It also means authoritarian, firm,
resolute. 

enfadado
It is a turning point of getting upset or angry.  Means annoying, uncomfortable, rabid, furious, angry, furious, berreondo,



horny (these last two in Colombia)

enfadado
It is a turning point of getting upset or angry.  Means annoying, uncomfortable, rabid, furious, angry, furious, berreondo,
horny (these last two in Colombia)

enfado
In Colombia it means rage, anger, anger, anger, anger.

enfafado
It means obfuscated, bravo, malgeniado, furious, furious, angry, angry, angry, obstinate, stubborn, obnubilado, blinded,
disgusted, counteracted.

enfajinar
It is the Act of assembling bunches or clusters of straw, cereals or mies.  Place protective barriers on the banks of the
water sources.   Work of cuneteado and pipeline to channel water with gentle rains to protect soils from erosion.  Make
Nativity.  Make thin strips of branches such as protective coatings of hydraulic works.  Protect, channel, channel,
bunches.

enfangadas
Plural of enfangada .  Smeared with mud, they have mud.  It means muddy, smeared with silt, swamp or mud.

enfangado
It means buttered mire, muddy.  With mud, buttered or dirty sludge.

enfarfador
It is the person who is engaged in bundling or tying the bales with tape, usually plastic.  In Colombia we also say
enzunchadores.  It is also the unit that supplies the tapes leg baling, wrapper.  Colombia is used as strapping or
trackless, to designate the device that supplies the tapes metallic (very sharp) for baling loads or bales of cotton,
cardboard or paper.

enfatico
enfatico is incorrectly written, and should be written as Enfatico (with accent).  being its meaning: the correct term is
emphatic (with accent).  It means that it emphasizes.  It highlights something that seems important to you.  Pointed,
highlighter, vehement, pompous, solemn, intense.

enfática
It means with intensity, vividness, vehemence, vigor, accent.  It highlights , which shows greater intensity or importance. 
It highlights something that you think is important.  Accented, highlighted, vehement, pompous, solemn, intense.

enfermedad
It is any State that reflects a harmful alteration of health.  It means evil, affliction, condition, condition, condition,
condition, upset, evil, ill.  State health impaired or affected.



enfermedad de barbados
It is another way to call yellow fever, which is also called black vomit or American plague.  It is caused by mosquitoes of
the genera Aedes and Haemagogus (family Culicidae).  It is therefore called in Barbados the first cases were detected. 

enfermo
A person who suffers from a disease.  The medical client.  Affected by a medical condition.  Patient, affected, suffering,
unwilling, suffering.  Infected.

enfierrado
In Colombia, it means that it carries an iron.  It is a slang way of saying that a person is well armed, usually of revolver,
pistol or knife.

enfisema pulmonar
It's the name of a lung disease.  It is severe damage to the sacs or pulmonary alveoli, so the person cannot properly
take advantage of oxygen from the air and breathes poorly.  It is a class of COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease).  It can be caused by permanent effect of fumes, smoking, exposure to dust or other particles.  People who
cook with firewood suffer from pulmonary emphysema even if they are not smokers. 

enfocar
It means find something with a lens.  Illuminating an object with a beam of light.  Frame, adjust the lens.  Ensure that an
object is well framed with a lens to take a very sharp image.  Directing a lens or camera toward a goal.

enfrasca
It is an inflection of engaging or engaging.  It means place in a flask.  It also means get inserted, mingle, meddle,
nutritionists are, abstracted, concentrate.

enfriador
It means that it cools or lowers the temperature.  It is normally a large appliance that is mostly used to cool bottled
beverages (beers, sodas or juices).  They are mostly large horizaontal metal boxes.  Unlike the fridge is generally
vertical. 

enfurecer
Irritate, alter.  Cause fury, rage, become furious.  It means to anger, to upset, to annoy.  Cause you to lose control or
sanity.  Inciting anger or fury.  Anger. 

enfurecerse
It means becoming violent, put bravo, bad temper, go into fury.  Embravecer is.

engalanado
It means decorated elegantly.  Compound, adorned, arranged, adorned, seasoned, titino, elegant.

engallar
Especially in Bogotá and Colombia means decorating, filling luxury and details (especially a car).  Shake, fill with
washers or festoons.



enganchadas
This means being held, grasped or tied by hooks or hooks.  In Colombia in a colloquial way, it means competition or
rivalry between inter-municipal buses or fleets to hoard passengers (in the penny war).

enganchar
In Colombia it means contract, accept a new job.  Enlist, recruit, enroll.  It also means seize, grab, or catch with a hook
or hook.  Connect, tie, grab, pair, PIN, flirt, cargo, yoke, enyugar, crimp.

engancharse
In Colombia, it means be hired to start a job or also start a brawl or a fight.  Start, start, enroll, enter, hold on.

engañadoras
It means timadoras, scammers, tricky.  That it can be deceiving.  Enganeras, unfaithful.

engaño
It means lie, embuste, disguise, embellishment, fallacy, invention, trick, fraud.  In the slang bullfighting capote.

engañoso mentiroso
It appears, that it does not reflect well reality. 

engañosos
It means that they incite error or mistake.  They deceive , they confuse . 

engargolar
In Colombia it means insert, insert a ring or a ring in a RAM, stake or stick.  It also means argollar or banding sheets to
form a booklet.

engarilla
The correct term is angarilla.   They are L-shaped attachments that are used in cargo beasts to carry firewood or
bundles of mine or hay.  In some parts they are called crimels.  They can also be called parihuelas.  although in
Colombia parihuelas are two long rods with a tarp, which serve to transport sick.

engarnio
It means unskilled, incapable.  Useless: Not able to do something.  That nothing can be done.  Pepla .  A person,
animal, or thing that has many physical or moral defects. 

engarruñada
In Colombia it means wrinkled, shrunken, it withered, dry, corrugated, encarrugada, burned, ardida, scorched, weary.

engarzada
It means one thing be locked with another way of chain, by means of a wire or metal. Tangle, curling.

engarzadas



In Colombia you mean hooked, tangled, trapped.

engatusar
In Colombia it means cheating seriously or offensively.  Deceive, plot, scam, scam.  Passing "cat for hare"

engazar
In Marinería place or adjust the gazas in booklets, motones and vigotas.  Place gaza in a wound.  In textiles, dye a cloth,
after weaving. 

engisoma
It is a medical term in Italian.  It refers to a sliver of skull bone, located between healthy bones and the brain.

engleriano
You mean relative to Engler.  In Botany it was a primary system of classification and description of plants, proposed by
the German Heinrich Gustav Adolf Engler.  He may also refer to uruguayan scientist, composer, musician and
Tupamaro guerrilla named Henry Willy Engler Golovchenko. 

englobado
It means having spherical balloon shape.  In Colombia it also means elevated, distracted, embedded, dispersed,
MADCAP, inattentive, despistado.

englobar
It may mean elevating .  Also give the shape of balloon, inflate.  In Cadastre is the action by which an adjoining land is
added to another of the same owner, becoming one. 

englosure
englosure is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Enclosure" being its meaning:<br>I think that they want to ask
for enclosure. It is a word of the English language, widely used in computer science. Means, enclosure, place space sit (
it makes reference to the box or space where to enter the CD or where is the hard drive of a computer ).

engolar
Change the tone of voice, giving appearance of more thick and recessed.  Give greater resonance to the voice,
thickening voice, make it more serious and deep.

engolillado
It means that he uses a golilla.  Which has preference for old styles.  Old-fashioned, old-fashioned.  Shrivelled.   That
you wear with starched collar or cardboard lined in taffeta. 

engonías
It means sorrows, sorrows, anguish.  Concerns.  It is a term used in some parts of Spain (especially Salamanca). 

engordar
It means gaining weight.  Feed well to gain weight.  Recovering, recovering, after being sick or very emaciated. 



engorilar
In Colombia, getting fattened or fattened means getting complicated, tangled, confused, messing.   Lose security and
logic in what you do.  Delay in a job.  Demonstrate lack of experience at work.

engraçado
It is not a word in the Spanish language. It is a word of Portuguese language which means graceful. Nice, nice,
saleroso, comic, funny, charming.

engrandecerse
It means enlarge, emboldened, feel or become bigger.  Take on a challenge with courage.

engrasado
It means full of fat.  Dipped in fat.  That you already applied the fat for proper operation.  Whitewashed, buttered,
anointed, coated, dirty, pringado, oiled, lubricated, bribed.

engreidos
It means vain, believed, proud, proud, arrogant.  Plural of conceiting .  They lack humility. 

engreído
In Colombia it means fantoche, presumed, vain, braggart, believed, presumptuous, ostentatious.  That he believes
himself better and superior to others.  lacking humility.  

engriñe
Griñe is a Galician language inflection to grive.  It means getting ready, enlisting.

engrudo
It is a glue home made from cassava mixed with water.  In Colombia we also say starch.

engrupido
Inflection of engrupir or engurupir, which in Colombia means to deceive, to scam.  In Colombia it means dumbfounded,
silly, asshole, who lets himself be deceived.  Scammed, scammed.  Affected by a hoax or a trap.  A person who has
otherwise allowed himself to be influenced. 

engrupir
In Colombia it means cheating, scamming, scamming.  We also say engurupir with the same meaning. 

engualichamiento
Action or effect of engualichar .  Put under the evil effects of Gualicho (a spirit of evil or demon).  It means curse,
sorcery, witchcraft, enchantment.  Potion, concoction.

enguayabado
A person who suffers the hangover for having taken the previous day.  Hungover.



enguerar
The correct term is to eng'eerar.  It can have two meanings: dye or dye the hair blond (lighten the hair) or also put the
hen to powder the eggs. 

enguillar
Nautica is covering or lining a Cape or a thick rope with another thin cord.  Disguise a thick cable covering it with one
more slim.

engullida
It's a turning point of gobbling up.  It means eating or swallowing whole.  Swallow, swallow, devour.

engullir
It means eating hastily.  Swallow , eat very fast and without chewing well.  Swallow, devour, ingest, inguritar.

enhuesarse
Receive something that is useless or of little value by way of payment.  For a merchant, purchase a product that is not
sold. 

enif
It is a word from the Arabic language meaning Nose.  It is the name of a very bright star in the constellation Pegasus. 
Among astronomers it is also usually called E Pegasus, 8 Pegasus, Eta Pegasus.  It corresponds to the snout of the
winged horse. 

enigma
It refers to something that is difficult to comprehend or understand.  Riddle, mystery, unknown, secret question, arcane,
hieroglyphic Riddle.

enigmático
It means mysterious, that hides something, that contains an enigma.  Secret, mysterious, hidden, inexplicable, sibilino,
intriguing.  cryptid. 

enigson
It is a surname in the United States in Monaca district in the State of Pennsylvania.  In Colombia and Venezuela to know
him as a male name and is of unknown origin.  In Los Llanos Colombovenezolanos used some names very rare (e.g.
Usnavy, coming from US Navy).  I met a mechanical engineer and name Enigson Pirela Vera Venezuelan oil.   There
are other Venezuelan professional called Enigson Urdaneta.

enio
In Greek mythology she was a daughter of Zeus and Hera, sister of Ares, the god of war.  It was called "the destroyer of
cities".  It means horror.  It is equivalent to Belona from Roman Mythology. 

enjabelgar
It is the action of painting a wall with lime and plaster or white earth.  Whitening. 



enjalma
In Colombia it is the type of rigging that is used for beasts of burden.  They are usually stuffed with straw. 

enjambre
It can be called the nest of bees or wasps.  Honeycomb.  Also the name given to a myriad or large number of insects,
especially if it is bees, wasps or flies.  Crowd, infinity, lots. 

enjarró
It is an inflection of enjarrar, which means to flatten, flatten or pañetar a wall with cement or mortar.  It is a term used in
construction and in masonry. 

enjuagues
In Colombia we say rinses to a few very light trucks or car washes.  Rinses are also mouth washes with astringents.

enjundia
In Colombia it means berraquero, vigor, courage, brio, pujanza, arrojo, arrest, force.  In some cases used to say fat,
tallow, daub, fat, fatness, gordana, oil.

enjunto
It means lean, skinny, dry, bony, the wiry, enteco, delgado, sucked, emaciated, skeletal, entelerido.

enjuto
In Colombia it means entecado , sickly , weak, weak , stunted , skeletal , smirriado , skinny , enteco , hiss.  With the
ijares submerged or sunken . 

enjutos
It means skinny, dry, enthecos, lean.  Very thin, fat-categorating.  Sucked, emaciated, bony, inteco, rachytic, skeletal. 

enki
In Mesopotamian mythology he was the god of waters, sea and wisdom.  Some authors also call him Nunki.  God of the
Babylonians. 

enki-ea
For the ancient Babylonians he was the god of waters, sea and wisdom.  He was also called Enki or Nunki. 

enkindle
It is an English word that means to make fire.  Turn on, turn on.

enlazadas
It is an inflection of bind.  It means tying or grab a bow.  Means, interlace, flirt, unite, catch, connect, connect, link,
capture.

enlistarse



It means joining the army.  Enter the military.  Recruit yourself.

enlodadas
Plural of muddy .  Full of mud.  It means dirty, muddy, muddy.  Inflection of muddying that means damaging the image,
harming, defaming, dirtying, muddying, muddy, 

enlodado
You mean muddy, mired.  By extension person who has been affected by slander and lies.  Person who has been
affected by the good image or has been publicly humiliated.  Humiliated, discredited.  Inflection for Enlodar.  It means
muddy, fanging.  Spread or splash with mud, mud or silt.

enloquecer
It means losing one's reason or sanity.  Crackpot . 

enlozada
It means he's got snouts, which is covered with snouts.  It has pottery or is covered with it. 

enlutecer
It means giving a very dark or black color to something.  It also means to grieve, to afflict, to afflict. 

enmalezado
Land where weeds abound.  Trace, ratrojero, entirate.

enmalezar
It is let to fill with undergrowth or stubble a venue (of yerba mala or useless), enmontar.  It is the result of not do cleaning
of invasive vegetation in an area of cultivation (lack of weeding).

enmarañada
It means tangled, revolted, which is disordered or entangled.  It also means that it has many celajes that is, there are
many clouds.  Entanglement inflection, which means to entangle, confuse, or revolver.  Chaotic, complicated, bristling,
twisted.  Dense , full of lianas or vines, referring to a forest or the jungle, branches that prevent walking through the
forest. 

enmarañadas
Plural of entanglement .  It means tangled, revolted, which are disordered or entangled.  It also means that they have
many celajes, so there are many clouds.  Entanglement inflection, which means to entangle, confuse, or revolver. 
Chaotic, complicated, bristling, twisted.  Dense, full of lianas or vines, referring to a forest or the jungle, branches that
prevent walking through the forest. 

enmarcadas
It means that some things were located inside a frame; He also regards everything that is within a demarcation or within
limits previously established.

enmarihuanado



Person affected by the action of marijuana .  Person under the effects of marijuana.  Emporated, locked.

enmendar
It means to compensate for damage or injury.  Correct defects or errors in a thing or writing.  Fix, repair, correct, rectify . 

enmerdar
It means to dirty, to filth, to fill with filth.  It can be considered as a synonym also for muddy. 

enmochilar
In Colombia it means storing or carrying in a backpack (woven bag).  It is also to save, hide or hide in a drawer, drawer
or desk.  In a colloquial way it is also to entangle the pita or piola of a trumpet when throwing it or boxing the ball a
football archer (Squeeze the ball in the arms and against the chest).

enmohecido
It is an inflection of rust are.  It means full of rust, rust, rust.  It means affected by fungi.  Rust, rust, damaged, ruined,
embed it.

ennegrecimientos
Plural blackening .  It's the blackening action or effect.  It's going back black or too dark something. 

ennoviarse
It means establishing a loving relationship with someone.  Fall in love, square up. 

enoc
It is a name of Hebrew and biblical origin male.  It means devoted to God.  It is a character from different passages from
the Holy Bible: in the book of Genesis, is listed as the eldest son of Cain; also as one of the sons of Jared, descendant
of Set; This Enoch was the father of Methuselah and great-grandfather of Noah.  Another Enoch that appears in the
Bible is the son of Midian (i.e. a grandson of Abraham).  Name of a book of the Ethiopian Orthodox Bible, but not
recognized by the other Christian churches (apocryphal book for Catholics).

enoch
The correct term is Enoch ( in English ) or Enoch.  It appears sometimes as Enoq and even Enoch.  Hebrew Prophet. 
Apocryphal book of the Bible.

enoclofobia
It is the fear of the piles or the multitude of people especially in small spaces. 

enodrifa
enodrifa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Endorphins" being its meaning:<br>I presume that they ask for
endorphins. They are opioid peptides produced by the hypothalamus and the pituitary gland. Make neurotransmitters.
Occur in moments of excitement, pain or by eating foods such as chocolate or spicy.

enojarse
It is the action or effect of rage, rage-entering, be furious.  Mean angry, upset, bothered.  Lose control or sanity.  Enter



anger or fury.  Slow to anger, irritate

enojo
In Colombia it means rage, cholera, anger, fury, anger.  The action and effect of getting angry, which means having
rage, anger, or fury. 

enojonas
People who get angry easily.  Moody, berrinchosas, wild, nagging, cantaletosas.

enoki
It is the Japanese name for a very elongated and white mushroom.  Its scientific name is Flammulina velutipes (which in
Latin means as if it were a little flame), from the family Physalacriaceae and the Order Agaricales.  It is also known as
golden needle mushroom (Chinese), winter mushroom or velvet stem.  In Gastronomy they are used for soups and
salads.   . 

enol
Astyruian name of one of the Lakes of Covadonga.  The word in Asturian means lake or water.  It is also used as a male
name. 

enomano
The correct term is Enomano.  It was the name of a King of Pisa, in the ancient Greece, father of Hippodamia.  He was
the son of Ares and Aroina.  A person who feels a predilection for wine.

enorgullecerse
Filled with pride.  Mean boast, boast, boast, emblazon, bragging, rejoice.

enormes
Plural of huge .  It means very big, giants.  They have a much larger size than normal or standard. 

enosiofobia
It is the same as hadephobia.  It is the irrational fear of committing a sin considered unforgivable.  Fear of committing a
very serious offense. 

enoturística
It means that it relates to tours in areas where wines are produced.  Tourism that relates to the production of wines. 
Tourism through vineyards or wine cellars.  Wine tasting tourism. 

enófobo
Person who does not like to drink wine, who hates wine.   Who doesn't consume wine, who hates wine. 

enómano
You mean wine friend, you're passionate about wine. 



enplago
enplago is incorrectly written, and should be written as Empalago.  being its meaning: I think the question is by
empalago.  It means tiredness, boredom, I revulsion, nuisance, indigestion or discomfort caused by a too sweet or
heavy meal.  It is also used to denote that you don't want to consume more food to be satiated or harassed.

enqueirado
In Galician language it means dry, dehydrated, dry.

enquinche
It is an inflection of enquinchar.  It means building houses or houses with mud-covered bamboo mats.  It is a very old
and stable construction system that was used by indigenous people.

enrachada
It means you're on a streak, chain or follow.  You have had a follow-up or chain of events of equal or similar effects (may
be favorable or unfavorable). 

enrachado
It means you have a streak or a follow-up of similar events in a short time.  He has a following of similar events.  You
have a burst or rewr's. 

enrastrojado
In Colombia it is the same as weeded.  Full of weeds or stubble.  Neglected land and lack of preparation for cultivation. 

enrastrojar
In Colombia it's stop filled with weed a field, let it enmonte or fill with stubble.

enrebullar
It means mess up, roll, entangle, desbarajustar, revolver, embarullar, embrollar.  Return a flurry, a scrambled eggs.

enredadera
It means that it gets tangled.  It is also a way of calling a climbing plant, guide plant or one that has its stems of little
resistance and can not sustain itself. 

enredaderas
Also called plants guide or guiders.  Plants stems thin and flexible allowing its branches are supported by tutors or
ridges.  Plants that can entangle itself same for lack of strong thick stems.  There are various kinds of climbing, lianas,
escandentes, tendrils and grasses.

enredado
It is an inflection of tangle.  It means ravelling, mix.  embrollar, confused, complicate, hinder.  In Colombia it also means
intrigue, murmuring, gossip, get involved, involve.  Involved, embroiled, mixed, encroached, committed.

enredijo
Tangle of things that get stuck.  Entanglement, confusion, chaos, complication, muddle. 



enredo
Knot that occurs between several fibres or yarns.  Marana.  In Colombia it is synonymous with intrigue, gossip, story,
amour, confusion, mess, knot, I embrollo, roll.

enredos
In Colombia mean gossip, gossip.

enredó
It is an inflection of tangle.  Then stir, mix, ravelling, confuse, hinder, involve.

enrejado
In Colombia, it means locked with bars.  It has bars.  We tell him grating to a protective metal casing.  Rods or metal
enclosure.

enrejar
It can mean catching or tying with a slice or also fence or protect a terrain with a fence or fence.  Place a fence as
additional protection in an establishment. 

enrique
It is a name of Germanic origin male.  Henry variants.  You mean Prince.

enriqueser
enrich is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Enriching" being its meaning:<br>Get wealth, have profits,
treasure.

enriqueta
It is a woman's name of Germanic origin, derived from the male name Henry.  It means Princess in their land.  Variant
Henryetta or Henrietta.

enrolarse
It is the action of entering the military, joining the militia.  Enlist, recruit, engage, incorporate, register.

enrrabiarse
I mean to be angry, to be upset, to be irritated, to get sick. 

enruanarte
It's an inflection to curl or curl up.  It means putting on a ruana to protect yourself from the cold.  Cover with a ruana. 
Craft Warehouse . 

enrulado
It means that he has curls in his hair to curl it.  That curls the hair with curls.  Frizzy or frizzy hair.  In Colombia it is called
rulo to all kinds of comments between friends and especially as a gossip, therefore enrulado is also a story, a rumor or a
gossip. 



enrunar
It means mugrite, dirty, stain.  Also generate silt, mud, mud or sediments that fill the bottom of a stream of water.  It is
used in some parts of Spain.

enruran
enruran is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Routed" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is routed.  It is
an inflection of routing.  Means Guide, direct, guide, teach, go.

enrurar
enrurar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Route" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is routed.  It
means direct, direct, guide, define the path or the path to follow.

enrutado
It means you're on the right track, on the right route.  He's headed to achieve his goals.  On track. 

enrutarse
It means defining the right course to reach the chosen destination or to obtain a purpose.  Choose the route.  Take the
right path.  Head, head.  By extension define yourself, make a decision, choose . 

ensada
I think that they intended to ask for salad.  Preparation of vegetables, vegetables and fresh fruit into strips or cubes, salt,
lemon and vinegar.

ensalzarse
Means praise, give greatness, making propaganda, loar is, praise be, give hype ( in Colombia 41.  Praise be, exalt.

ensañarse
It means acting with viciously or ferocity against someone.  Attacking brutally, cruelly or ruthlessly.  Encarnizarse . 
Pursue relentlessly.

ensarapado
Person covered or sheltered with a serape.  In Colombia we would say by way of imitation enruanado or emponchado (
With or ruana Poncho ).  The sarape is a fabric of rectangular, brightly colored cotton, with a linear opening in the Center
and is used as a shelter.  It is used in Mexico.

ensenada
It is the name of several cities or towns in Latin America.  They are two Argentinean locations (province of Buenos Aires)
and province of Santa Cruz.  Name of a Chilean town in the province of Llanquihue.  It is a wide coastal accident, where
a grand entrance from the sea on Earth is formed.  The name of a Mexican town in the State of Baja California.  As a
noun it means rada, Bay, Gulf, Harbor, anchorage.

ensibismado
ensibismado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Self-absorbed" being its meaning:<br>I think the question
is in self-absorbed. It means abstracted deeply embedded, concentrated, engrossed, engaged, alienated, meditative,
thoughtful.



ensimado
bolt is incorrectly written, and should be written as topped being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of dried-up.  In
Colombia means adding something given to the purchaser by way of encouragement, to invite him keep buying at the
same site.  What is topped called overlaps, napa, bandage.

ensimismarse
It's the same as concentrating, abstracting.  Do introspection .  Meditate, be astonished, meditative, be engrossed.

ensinas
The correct term is oak.  Plural of oak.  It is the name of a tree in the Fagaceae family.  Its scientific name is Quercus
ilex and receives other common names: Alsina, oak, Acorn, oak, chaparra, chaparro, marrasca.

ensoberbecer
Cause arrogance.  Irritate, alter.  Cause fury, rage, anger, enrage, make furious.  It means to anger, to upset, to annoy. 
Cause you to lose control or sanity.  Inciting anger or fury.  Anger. 

ensolvado
It means to permeate the atmosphere with a generally unpleasant or annoying odor, exaggerated fragrance, patchouli
smell.

ensuciada
Inflection of dirtying.  Action or effect of soiling, defecating, shitting.  It means to mute, fill with dirt.  Turning something
dirty.  Defame, dishonor, enlodar, harm.  In Colombia it means shit, defecated.  Grimy, dirty. 

ensuciar
Fill something with grime or dirt.  Muddy , mugrar .  In Colombia it also means defecating, shitting, making bowel
movements. 

ensuciarse
It means mumbling, impregnating yourself with dirt or dirt.  Also feel of something filthy, smelling bad or fecal matter.   . 

entablar
It means ensure or protect with tables, formaletear.  Start, undertake, arrange, prepare, start.  Take the first step in an
activity or conversation.

entalle
In Gemology is a technique to engrave in a hole on stones or gems.  Type of gem engraved in hollow .  It is sometimes
used as a stamp or brand.  Measured you take at people's waist.  Fit that the dressmaker makes at the waist of a dress. 

entamebas
entamebas is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'Entamoeba' being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Entamoeba and better yet Entamoeba histolytica. It is the scientific name of the Amoeba. Entamoeba is a genus of
protozoa microorganisms. It is a parasite that causes diarrhea and colitis.



entarimado
Tablado, sheathing, floor covered with tables.  Wood floor.

entecado
In Colombia it means very skinny, skeletal, sick-looking.  Enteco , punienque , stunted , smirriado , canijo . 

enteco
In Colombia means entecado, sickly weakling, weak, anemic, skeletal, esmirriado, skinny, wiry, whistle.

entelequia
Something ideal that only exists in the imagination.  It is something unreal or very fanciful.  Fantasy, unreality, In
Philosophy, is a way of life of being (existence), which has in itself the beginning and the end.  Fiction, myth, chimera,
utopia.  Ideal. 

entelerido
In Colombia it has two meanings.  One is silly, dumb and the other is icy, cold, numb, affected by the 20. 

entenado
It means that it is only one of the two members of the couple, product of a previous relationship.  Stepson.  Political son.

entenao
It is the same as a stepchild.  In Colombia, it means that it is only one of the two members of the couple, product of a
previous relationship.  Stepson.  Political son.

entender
It means understanding what is being said or read.  Correctly interpret the message that is received.  Perceiving,
noticing, intuiting, knowing, grasping. 

entendera
In Colombia it is a colloquial way of referring to the head or mind.  People's mental capacity, intelligence.

entente
It is a type of pact or mutual trust agreement between several countries.  Name given to the London Pact, between
France, England and Russia and some of their allies in World War I.  It was officialized on September 5, 1914.

enterarse
It is the action of having knowledge of something.  Know, realize, understand, know.

entereza
It is the quality of a person who faces problems with peace of mind and firmness.  Acting with serenity and strength.  In
Colombia it is used as synonymous with character, temperament, calf, genius, humor, nature, strength, encouragement,
fortitude, boldness, decision, firmness. 



enternecerse
It is the action feel tenderness, become tender.  You mean moved, moved, soften, impressed, complain.

enterogénico
It originates in the intestine, which is produced in the intestine.  It is a term used in medicine and usually refers to cysts
that occur in babies and sometimes in adults, which have genetic causes. 

enterón
Tube digestif ( usually when one speaks of an embryo or a coelenterata ).  Digestive system that goes from the mouth to
the anus.  Stomach.  Intestinal tract.

entierro
At Colombia funeral, burial, funeral and burial.  Grave, grave, pit, grave.  Treasure, saved, guaca.  Figuratively drop
something, termination or defamation of a regime.

entimema
It is a term used in Logic. It means that it is in the mind, that it is in the mind or thought.  Something obvious, logical or
implicit.  That's supposed to be known.  It is a syllogism that is eliminated by the conclusion or one of its premises.  It is
also called truncated syllogism. 

entomafago
The correct term is entomophagus.  It means that it feeds on insects.  Insectivorous. 

entomofobia
It means fear or dread of insects.  I hate insects. 

entonado
In Colombia it means half drunk, crested, chapeto, Dizzy by alcohol.  a person who knows his tone in the music, singer
well-tuned height.  Inflection of singing, which means to sing.

entongar
It means arrange, organize, stack.  It is the action of doing something in order and with care, to go encarrando or
stacking something.

entornadas
It means half-closed or not completely closed.  You can refer to some doors or windows for example.  Tilt something,
overturn, change the normal position.  Divert.

entornista
Person who promotes the Philosophy of the environment.  It is a new philosophical school that aims to eliminate atavism
or free the individual from atavism, which make him dependent and compulsive. 

entorno
It means those that are around us, environment, environment.  What surrounds us. 



entosta
It is a piece of wall or block that has collapsed.  Fraction of any material wall, lump.  Fragment, rubble, Pebble.  It also
means dung, manure dry.  Exasperating, glue or residue of manure that is attached to the sole of the shoe when we
step on droppings.  This term appears in the Bible.

entotorotar
Fill the mind with unreal and fanciful things.  Think nonsense.  It is a term used in Central America, especially in
Nicaragua.  They may also be asking about entotorar, which in Bolivia is to coat a boat or a dwelling with totora, an
aquatic plant, also known as reed.  Line with totora mats. 

entourage
It is a word of the English language that means entourage, escort, entourage, environment, court, accompaniment,
company.  Accompaniment, companion(s). 

entradera
It is the name of a form of theft in Argentina.  Thieves act on their victims when they rush into their home. 

entradoras
Plural of ingeta .  In Colombia it is said to enter the person who is made easier to communicate with others.  That's not
scary to start a conversation.  It is shy or shy.

entraña
It means entresijo , viscera .  An organ that is located within the cavity of the abdomen. 

entrape
It is an inflection of become trapped.  It means wet, saturate a cloth of water.  Soak.

entrar en vigor
It means that it begins to govern from that moment, coming into effect or application.  That is high or enabling. Notified.
Enforceable. That it should begin to meet.

entre
It is one of the prepositions of our language.  It's also a turning-in to get in.  It means entering, penetrating, getting in,
passing, entering.

entre bambolinas
It is incorrectly written between bambolinas and it should be written as behind the scenes being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is behind the scenes.  The same is as between curtains.  It means internally.  What doors for in in an
enclosure.  Only internal significance.

entre banbalinas
The correct term is "between Bambalinas" , with m .  It has as meaning internally, inside, inside.  Another interpretation
is secret or reserved.  It can also refer to the world of theater and scenery.



entre mompox y magangué
Between Mompox and Magangué, it means very distant, opposite, opposite poles, which it is very difficult to join or
reconcile.  Both Mompox and Magangué are Colombian ports over the Magdalena River, but they are located on
opposite banks and there is no bridge.

entreala
It means Center front, water hammer, centrodelantero, punta de lanza, gunner, player who remains close to the arch
rival.  In the past, when it was attacking in football with 5 players was inside that could be right or left front that was
located between the front center and a pointer.

entreloazadas
entreloazadas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Interlaced" being its meaning:<br>Tied by various and
strong ties. Intersected, intermingled and interwoven.

entremezclados
You mean scrambled, mixed.

entrenable
Trainable refers to the person or animal that through technical and proper training or training, you can improve much the
competitive level. It means that it has potential to be successful at something. A satin engineer or Junior is trainable and
make it a Senior Engineer.

entrene
It's an inflection for training.  In Colombia train is the same as training.  Means enlistment, preparation, rehearsal,
exercise, training, instruction, training.  Pre-preparation activities for the competition or for acquiring skills.

entresijo
It means viscera, entrails, guts, mesentery.  Dissimulation, reservation.  It can also mean intimacy, soul, heart, interiority,
nook. 

entresijos
Part of the galliner or lamb guts.  Mesentery, bowel.  Peritoneum folding.  By extension hidden or unknown part of a
person ( Feature , quality or unknown appearance ) .

entretenimiento
It means fun.  Action and effect of entertaining.  It means fun, recreate, distract, enliven.

entreverando
It is a turning point of lay.  It means insert, mix, alternate.  Place one thing followed another alternately. As a verb, lay it
is engaging, lock, enter into a discussion.

entrojar
You want to deposit the cereals or crops in a barn.  Save or deposit in a troj or a troja.



entrompar
In Colombia means face without fears, face, oppose, fight, fight, defend.

entronización
It is the Act by which a King or Queen assumes its mandate, i.e. that rises to the throne.  Coronation.

entronizar
It is the action of flatter someone to put it on top of a pedestal or on a throne.  Extol, place, anoint, install, Crown,
implant, exalt.

entronque
It means splicing, connection.  It is the same as bond, bond, affinity, kinship, relationship. 

entropión
In medicine, it is another way of calling ectropion.  Paralysis or inversion of the lower eyelid.  It can be caused by
inflammatory processes. 

entropía
In Computer Science it is a measure of uncertainty in the face of a multitude of messages from which only one is
received.  In Physics is the thermodynamic magnitude that indicates the degree of molecular disorder of a system. 
Disorder of a system, chaos.  In Social Sciences, actions that are required to eliminate uncertainty. 

entubado
In Colombia it means narrow, tight.  It's tube-shaped.  In Medicine refers to the patient who is breathing assistedwith
mechanical help.

entubado
In Colombia it means narrow, tight.  It's tube-shaped.  In Medicine refers to the patient who is breathing assistedwith
mechanical help.

entucar
In Colombia it means starting a job with great spirits.  Give it a breaker or enthusiasm to what you do.  In the Valle del
Cauca also means kissing, taking the initiative.  Act, do. 

entuerto
Prejudice or damage that is caused to a person.  Tort, libel, slander, tangle, affront, outrage, insult, colic, pain.

entumecido
In Colombia, it means affected by excessive cold.  Aterido, icy, icy, entumido, encalambrado, cure, engarrotado, rigid,
stiff.

entumido
It is an inflection of numb it.  In Colombia, it means affected by excessive cold.  Aterido, icy, icy, entumido,
encalambrado, cure, engarrotado, rigid, stiff.



entusado
In Colombia, it means a penalty of love-torn.  Sore, despairing, nostalgic, sad, sorry, afflicted, resentful, disappointed,
disheartened.

entusar
In Colombia it means to destroy for a pity of love.  Cause or generate youra.  Cause pain, grief or nostalgia, to spawn, to
grieve, to afflict, to resent, to disappoint, to dishearten.

entusiamado
It's an enthusise inflection.  It means to have enthusiasm, encouragement, passion, fervor.  It is a mood in which it
reflects passion, emotion, fervor, frenzy, fieryness, exaltation.

entusiasmo
It means passion with which things are done.  Courage, fieriness, fervor, rapture, frenzy. 

entusiasta
It shows enthusiasm.  It looks very cheerful or generates enthusiasm in others.  animator.  Cheerful, excited, lively. 

entusista
The correct term is enthusiastic.  It means that you have enthusiasm.  That you feel passion, emotion and fervor for
what it does.   Snatched, frantic, fiery and fervent, exalted.

enuresis
It is also known as bedwetting.  Involuntary urination of a person during the night (while sleeping). 

envalentonado
It means that it has suddenly acquired value or courage.  Daring, decided, animated, resolved.  Raging.

envanecerse
Become conceited or cocky.  It means conceited boast, boast, boast, boast, boast, marginalise it.

envase
It can mean can, bottle, wrapper, cover, container, bottle, box, case.  A container that contains something inside and is
used to transport or protect it.  It is also a packaging inflection.  It means inserting or storing inside a container.

envases
Packaging plural .  Containers that contain something inside and are used to transport or protect it.  It can mean can,
bottle, wrapper, cover, container, bottle, box, case.  It is also a packaging inflection.  It means inserting or storing
something inside a container.

envelice
I think the question is by degrades.  Inflection of debasing, what makes or do vile, again something insignificant or
unworthy.  It can also mean to depreciate, devaluing, devalue, subtract value or price to something.  Diminishing.



envero
It is the color that many fruits take when ripe, change from green to the color of the ripe fruit.  It's easy for all fruits, but
it's used more in olives, grapes, etc.  Pint. 

envés
In Botany is the name given to the lower part below in a sheet.  Wrong side of a sheet.  The right or upper part is called
beam.  The back or wrong side of a sheet is usually clearer and less bright than the beam.

enviabamos
The correct term is we sent, tilde.  It is an inflection to send, which means send, forward, direct, dispatch. 

enviar a lo profundo
In baseball game slang, make home run.  Flying, quadrangular.  In the background.

environment
It means environment, environment, environment. 

enviudar
It is the action of losing the wife or husband by his death.  Move to widowing, marital status reached by loss of partner or
spouse.

envío
Draft, remittance, postage, consignment.  Inflection of send, which means to command, forward, dispatch, dispatch,
consign, direct. 

envocaciones
envocaciones is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Invocations." being its meaning:<br>The word is incorrect.
The right thing is invocations. It refers to the practice, either magic or religious call a spirit, called to be a superior or
special. It can be invoked to God or a Saint. Sorcery, mandate, petition, supplication, prayer and spell.

envocaciones
envocaciones is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Invocations." being its meaning:<br>The word is incorrect.
The right thing is invocations. It refers to the practice, either magic or religious call a spirit, called to be a superior or
special. It can be invoked to God or a Saint. Sorcery, mandate, petition, supplication, prayer and spell.

envoltijo
In Colombia it is one of the ways to say package.  wrapping, bulk, stash.  That is wrapped or coated with something. 

envoltorio
In Colombia it is one of the ways to say package.  bale, bojote, lump, stash.  That is wrapped or packaged.  Colloquially
it also means fat, pot, stubby. 

envotado
The correct term is dull with b and therefore also with m.  It means that it does not understand well what is happening. 



You want to say disturbed, atontado, dizzy, lightheaded, sleepy, entumido.

envuelto
In Colombia is a type of dough of cooked corn, which may have additional ingredients like cheese, grapes, raisins, and
in some cases other fruits.  COB wrapped there either corn or corncob.  It is very typical in the center of the country. 
Inflection of wrap.  It means cover, protect, shelter circling with something.

envulsionarse
The correct term is to be involutioned (unless it is another word of Cortazar's glyclic tongue).  It means back off.  Do not
advance in development or evolution and otherwise have a setback. 

enxlenque
enxlenque is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Wimp" being its meaning:<br>Enxlenque does not exist in
Spanish. It is an error of fingering, because they wanted to ask for WIMP. Means canijo enteco, weak, sickly, stunted,
achacoso, esmirriado, weak, fosforito, tilico.

enzarzarse
It is entangled among the Brambles. It is an inflection of meander which means several things. Meander is inciting other
two people to fight, that they riñan each other. Meander is also placing a Wattle or ceiling to something. Engage is also
involved in business or activities that are not legal or which do not ensure a good result.

enzimas
They are proteins ( molecules of protein nature ) which can catalyze chemical reactions in the body.

enzo
It is a male name of German origin and means prince of the earth.  It is widely used in Italy and some South American
countries.

enzootia
It is a type of disease that affects several species and within a given territory.  For health reasons it is mandatory to
report it.  It usually occurs for reasons very peculiar to the area or for environmental reasons. 

enzunchador
It is a device that is responsible for placing zunchos (strips or metal or plastic tapes) during the packaging of loads.  The
operator of this is also called.  Appliance. 

eobalaenoptera
It means below the white-white or cetacean rorcuals with folds in the throat.  Prehistoric white-white rorcual.  It is a class
of extinct cetacean or rorcual that existed in the Miocene in North America.

eofelis
It is the name of an extinct genus of felines that lived between the Eocene and miocene.  The word means first felines or
predecessor of felines.



eolia
It is the same as Aeolia or Aeolid.  Name of a mythical floating island of the Odyssey.  Name of an ancient region of
Northwestern Anatolia (today Turkey) and some Aegean Islands.  In Greek mythology name of a daughter of Amitaon . 
She was the wife of Calydon, with whom she had two daughters, named Epicasta (or Epicaste) and Protogenia.  Name
of an asteroid ( 396 ) . 

eolitico
political is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Political or wind." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
political or wind. Aeolian, of the Aeolian Islands. It means related to the wind, with the movement of the air. In prehistory
is the stone age, when man began to use Flint on utensils.

eolípila
It is a type of sphere or rotating cylinder that is driven by the regulated expulsion of steam by tubes.  It was regarded as
a toy.  It was invented by the Greek Heron of Alexandria in the first century. 

eomicrobiotherium
It means first microbiotherces, ancestors of microbioters.  It was a genus of extinct marsupials that lived in the Eocene.

eos
In Greek mythology it was the name of the titanic goddess of the Aurora.  She was the daughter of titans Hyperion and
Thea, sister of Helios and wife of Astreus, mother of Hyperus and Phosphorus.  Name of an asteroid ( 221 ) . 

eosofobias
Fear of dawn, dawn, sunrise. 

eotaria citrica
Species fossil sea wolf of the genus Etaria found in California.  Eotaria means first pinnipeds or first otarios.  Precursors
of otarios or ancestors of otarios .  They were extinct pinnipeds that lived in the Miocene.  They are ancestors of
elephants, wolves and sea lions.

eozostrodon
It means east aurora tooth (very old tooth from China).  It refers to fossils found in China, which belonged to the Triassic.
 Ancestors of mammals also known as Morganucodon according to some authors.

eólica
It means relative to the wind (By Eolo ).  Type of energy generated by taking advantage of air currents.

eón
It is a period of time very long and indefinite, difficult to determine accurately.  This term's used in geology.  It is also for
the Gnostics the spiritual world.  Each eternal being issued unit divine and which lies between the great deity and
matter.

epafos
In Greek mythology, founder of the city of Memphis.  It was also called Eparchus or Epaphos.  He was a king of Egypt,
son of Zeus and Io of Argos.  He married Najad and was the father of Libya. 



epanástrofe
<es una figura retórica .  La palabra es de origen griego y significa retorno .  una="" figura="" retórica="" .="" la=""
palabra="" es="" de="" origen="" griego="" y="" significa="" retorno="" .=""></es una figura retórica .  La palabra es de
origen griego y significa retorno . >

eparquía
It was a type of subdivision of a diocese in the Byzantine Church.  Civil constituency in the Roman Empire of the East,
that would amount to what we call a parish.

epazote
It is the common name of a medicinal plant.  In Colombia we know it as paico.  It is a plant with a very strong aroma.  In
Mexico it is widely used as a flavoring condiment in culinary.  In Colombia we use it as a purgative and antiparasitic.  Its
scientific name is Dysphania ambrosioides and it belongs to the Amaranthaceae family.  it also receives the names of
apazote, te de milpa, yerbasanta, ambrosía, pasota or pazota. 

epazoyucan
epazoyucan is incorrectly written, and should be written as Epazoyucan (with accent).  being its meaning: Epazoyucan
is the name of a town and a municipality Mexicans in the State of Hidalgo.  Its name means place which belongs to
epazote, Wormseed-filled.  Place of much epazote.  Epazote is a medicinal grass, which is also used as a condiment.  It
is very aromatic and has other common names: Paico, acahualillo, milpa tea.  The scientific name of epazote or paico is
Dysphania ambrosioides and is in the family Amaranthaceae.  In Colombia there is a village called Paicol.  .  .  .  .  .  .
they may be synonyms.

epeira
Epeira was the old way of calling the spiders in Animal taxonomy. Currently it is called spider.

epéndimo
It is the name given to a layer or membrane covering the spinal cord and brain mass.  It comes from the word in latin
ependyma and same Greek word that means being on top, covering, covering or clothing being on top, above.

epéntesis
It is the name of a rhetorical figure in Literature.  It consists of adding phonemes or letters within a word. 

epéntico
The term is believed to have been invented by Federico García Lorca and refers to male homosexual treatment or love. 
Relative to the epente.  You can also use epentetic. 

epiclese
It means invocation or call to the Holy Spirit or to a Divine being.  It is a religious term and refers to the priest's
invocation during the elevation, at Holy Mass.  Epiclesis. 

epicrisis
It is a word of Greek origin meaning determination or judgment.  In medicine equivalent to opinion or medical history. 
Period of time after the disease.  Also in Colombia is a new health program that allows you to see a patient's clinical
history through access to the Internet (electronic health record).



epicuro
In Greek means ally, Comrade.  It is the name of a Greek philosopher, creator of the Epicureanism, practitioner and
promoter of hedonism and atomism.

epicyon
I mean more of a dog, more than a dog.  It is the name of a prehistoric canid, similar to a dog.  It belonged to the
Borophaginae family.  His head was more similar to that of a lion than that of a dog.  He lived in North America about 15
million years ago, in the Miocene.

epidemia
Outbreak or contagious disease that affects a large part of the population.  Means plague, pandemic contagion, whip,
calamity, plague.

epidural
It means that it is applied above or outside the hard mother (spinal cord).  It is a type of lumbar application anesthesia
and is used to numb the body from the waist down.  It is mainly used in childbirth or leg surgeries.  The term peridural
can also be used.

epifania
It is a woman's name of Greek origin that means the one who illuminates, the one who manifests, the one who reveals
herself.  In the Catholic Church it is a holiday that is celebrated on January 6.  It is a religious event in which Jesus
makes himself known to humanity in his earthly presence.  with the arrival of the Magi. 

epifanio
It is a male name of Girego origin.  It means revelation, apparition, manifestation, which is revealed with notoriety, which
manifests itself in an outstanding way.  Female variant Epiphany. 

epifanía
Manifestation of one thing, revelation.  Christian religious event that is celebrated on the feast of Kings on January 6. 
Appearance of Jesus and manifestation before the world.  It is also used as a woman's name and has as a male variant
Epiphanius. 

epigenetica
It is the branch of science that is dedicated to the study of changes that turn genes on or off without changing the DNA
sequence, due to age and exposure to environmental factors.  Some of these factors include diet, exercise, medications,
and chemicals.  These changes change the risk of disease and are sometimes passed from parent to child. 

epilog
It is an English word meaning epilogue, denouement, colophon, finish.

epiodia
Kind of song that the Greeks singed in antiquity, before funerals.

epiquerema
It is a term used in Logic.  is the name given to a syllogism, of various premises and accompanied by a test. 



epirota
It means native of Epirus, which was a very important historical-geographical region of Ancient Greece.  It means the
Continent. 

epirrea
It flows over the skin.  Accumulation of moods or bodily fluids.  Pus, matter.

epis
Plural of EPI .  EPI is short for Individual Protective Equipment (refers to the minimum equipment required by each
doctor, nurse, assistant or therapist, to protect against possible infection).  It can also be considered as the minimum
equipment needed for a patient or for a person of the common.

episiotomía
In Medicine is the name of a surgical process in the perineum of the woman to facilitate the exit of the fetus during
childbirth. 

episkyros
In Ancient Greek it means defender.  It is accepted by FIFA as one of the first manifestations of football as a sport and
practiced in Greece since ancient times (more than 4000 years ago).  One of his performances in relive is presented in
the Trophies of the European Football Cup. 

epistaxiofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of bleeding from the nose.  fear of seeing blood flowing through the nose. 

epistaxis
It's a way of calling in medicine to the flow of blood through the nose.  Nosebleed.  It can be from a simple drip to a large
flow.  He is also valid in Veterinary Medicine.  Rhinorrhea.

epistemofobia
Sickly fear of knowledge or wisdom.  Who hates knowledge and wisdom. 

epistocracia
The biggest flaw that democracy has is that not all voters are adequately prepared to choose, which makes them
susceptible to manipulation and therefore conducive to bad governments and corruption, and many of the candidates to
choose are also not trained to govern.  Therefore there is a proposal of variant to democracy, which is to choose those
who are best able to govern, this is what is called epistocracy.

epitagma
It was an army of Ancient Greece, which was made up of 2 scapits.  It was a great infantry reserve corps.

epitelizado
In medical terms, it means that the epithelium has healed properly.  That it has adequately regenerated tissue covering
the conjunctiva.



epizootia
It is a type of disease usually bacterial, which spreads easily in animals and humans.  Epidemic that gives to animals
and humans.

epizootias
It is a series of epidemics that affect several species and within the same region.  Diseases that attack several species
within the same territory. 

epífisis
In medicine it is the name of an endocrine gland that is located under the corpus callosum of the brain.  It is also the
name given to the ends of an elongated bone. 

epíteto
It means add-in, aggregate, special or specific feature.  Qualifier , adjective , nickname , nickname .  Complement in a
scientific name that usually reveals a characteristic of the species. 

epohé
The term epohé or epojé is of Greek origin and means suspension.  He was defended by the skeptical current of Pirrón
de Elis.  Suspension of judgment or decision, in reality or in doctrines.  It is a term used in Philosophy.  In some texts it
also appears as epoché or epokhe.

epopeya
It means feat, feat, gestation.  Something that requires great courage and sacrifice to be achieved.  Feats or feats
worthy of a poem and being sung.   . 

epopeyas
Narrations as lightning made accounts of a culture or a people. Epic poem, narrative, story, legend, gesta, feat, heroism,
adventure.

epopteia
It is a term used in Theosophy (knowledge of God).  To know the mysteries, to have had revelations of a mystical kind. 
It is the decisive experience, the mystical experience of direct perception of the divine, the numinous.  Contemplation. 
Degree of divine clairvoyance, transcendent and transformative vision. 

epoxis
They are also called poliepoxidos resins.  They are characterized by hardening when they are mixed with a catalyst,
generating a thermal reaction initially.

epónimo
It means that it gives a name to something.  It can refer to an animal person or thing that identifies a time, a place or a
geographical feature. 

epson
It's the name of a Japanese multinational.  Its full name is Seiko Epson Corporation .  It produces, among other things,
printers and inks for them.



epulones
By extension are epulones gobbling people, comelonas, golosas and stingy rich.  The term derived from glutton, the rich
man in the Bible.  Also in ancient Rome, the Epulones or Septenviros was the name of the last College of priests who
were responsible for calming the wrath of the gods, programming and managing sacrifices.  The epulones could use
pretexts toga (white of red borders).

epyaxa-
Name of a Queen of Cilicia (Coastal Area of Anatolia).  Name of an asteroid 802 .  In entomology, it is also the name of
a genus of moths in the family Geometridae. 

equidad
That has the gift of equanimity, of balance, of impartiality.  It is even and fair. Colombian first division soccer team.

equidistancia
It means equidistant, equidistant.  Of equal measure,

equidnas
In Greek mythology was the Viper, mother of the Medusa. Mammal in very primitive conditions, reproducing through
eggs.  It is similar to the Hedgehog and lives in New Guinea.  It is da the Echidna family and there are only four species.

equiespaciada
This means that it retains the same distance between one element and another.  With uniform or exact separation.

equilibrio
It means stability, stillness, balance, leveling, serenity, proportion, measurement, equanimity, wisdom, messury.

equilidad
The correct term is equity.  It means balance, equality, proportionality.  In Colombia is the name of an insurance
company and also the name of a first Division team.  Equity was champion of the Copa Colombia in 2008.

equilonia
Relative to equilon .  It is a very hoarse sound rubbing musical instrument.  It is similar to arrabel.  Hoarse or low sound. 

equinoccio
It is the time of year when the sun is over the Equator and therefore the days and nights are almost the same.  Day
when the sun is exactly over the Equator.  It occurs every year between March 20 and 21 and between September 22
and 23. 

equinofobia
It means fear or aversion to horses (or in general to all equines). 

equipararse
It means to compare, confront, compare, equalize, confront, parangonar. 



equipazo
Augmentative equipment .  Big team, team made up of big stars. 

equipo
A group of people who have a common interest or joint work.  Group of people made up of players who defend the same
currency or collectivity.  Group of people who have a common job.  Group of things or elements that make up an
endowment and that are essential to develop an activity. 

equis
Name of the penultimate letter of the Spanish language ( x ) .  In Colombia it is a way of calling a very venomous snake. 
It is also known as velvet, four-headed, mapaná, rot, naucaya, padlock head, mapanare or size X.  Its scientific name is
Bothrops asper and belongs to the family Viperidae.   Sign , stroke used to mark or point .

equisetínea
Kind of plants to which the ponytail belongs.  They are vascular cryptomaga tea plants in wet areas.  It comes from Latin
equisetum.

equisetíneas
It means they have a plume or ponytail.  It is the name of a class of pteridophite, herbaceous cryptogamplants, with
fuculent rhizome, straight stems, articulated, hollow, simple or bouquet, with fruiting in terminal bouquet resembling a
plume or ponytail.

equiseto
It is one of the names of Equisetum arvense, is better known under the name of Cola de Caballo.  It is the family
Equisetaceae.  Uan is bushy plant.

equitador
Athlete who practices horseback riding.  Equestrian sportsman .  horseman. 

equivoca
It is an inflection of being wrong.  It means to err, fail.

equívoca
You mean wrong, wrong.  That induces error or leads to error, lack or sin. 

equívoco
It means error, failure, mistake, mistake and confusion.  Which implies doubt, vagueness, ambiguity, vagueness.

er caló
It refers to the people rom, Roma or better known as Gypsy.  It is also the name of the language that the Gypsies used
to communicate among them.

era
In geology, period of time revealing the evolutionary development of animal or plant species.  It is usually of millions of



years.  Eonothem.  It also means period of time well defined and characterized by something special.  Inflection of be.  It
means exist, to live, to be.  In a nursery is a strip of ground level and specific measures that serves as seedlings.  Part of
a nursery or a garden.

era terciaria
It was a designation in geology to the period between makes 66 millions of years ( massive disappearance of dinosaurs
) until recently some 2.5 million when he started the Quaternary. It was also called tertiary or was Cenozoic ( It means
new life ) or mammals. Currently is not accepted this terminology by the International Commission of stratigraphy.

erabakitzen
It is a word in Basque language which means deciding.

eraclia
eraclia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Heraclia." being its meaning:<br>Eraclia is a little used woman's
name. Sometimes they are writing with 40 H; Heraclia ). It means follower of Heras, worshipful of Heras. Heroin,
goddess. Heraclia is also a genus of Lepidoptera ( Butterflies ) of the family Noctuidae.

eramos
We were is a verbal of once tipping. Time past or preterite. To say that we did were to enable us to sow or plant. We are
a nursery eras.

eran
It is an inflection of be. It is an auxiliary verb ( it must always be accompanied by another verb ). They were, it is an
ancient Indian historical city in the District of Sagar in Madhya Pradesh State.

erandi
The correct term is Erandi ( 41 own name;.  It is a woman's name of p ' urhépecha origin which means dawn.  Aurora,
Alba.  Character of a Japanese anime cartoon ( MYO ) represented by a girl.

erantemo
Name of a genus of plants and common name of an ornamental plant of purple leaves and blue or purple flowers.  It is a
shrub, from the genus Eranthemum and the family Acanthaceae.

erasmus
It is the name of a European Union programme for the promotion of education, youth, training and sport.  It stands for
European Region Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students.  Male name of Greek origin that is equivalent to
Erasmus and means the one who is affable and calm. 

erato
You mean loving, kind.  In Greek mythology it was the name of a muse, a nereida and a danaide.  The Muse Erato was
the muse of Poetry.  La Nereida was the daughter of Nereo and Doris (she was one of the nynfas of the Mediterranean).
 La Danaide was the daughter of Danaao and Polixo.  Asteroid name number 62 .  Name of a queen of Partia (a region
of Iran).  Name of a genus Botanical of the family Asteraceae and comprises 5 species. 

erbedal



It is the name of a forest of erbedos or érbedos, which are fruit trees also known as strawberries.  Madroñal . 

erbedo
In Galicia and Astiurias it is a way of calling the strawberry tree, a fruit tree.   Its scientific name is Arbutus unedo and it
belongs to the family Ericaceae. 

erdogano
Name given to a follower of Turkish politician Recep Tayyip Erdogan.  Concerning this Turkish politician. 

erebo
Kingdom of darkness or darkness.  Empire of the devil, territory dominated by the devil.  Hell, orc, báratro, abyss,
averno, underworld, paila mocha .

eremita
It means hermit, ascetic, anacoreta, monk, penitent, cenobita.  Living in isolation, alone or in retirement. 

eremitismo
It is a way of life that eliminates all social contact.  Live as a hermit or in solitude.  Life of isolation and loneliness.

eremofobia
Exaggerated fear of being alone.  Fear or phobia of loneliness. 

eresictón
Name of two characters from Greek mythology.  Eresictón de Attica was the son of the first king of Athens, Cécrope and
Princess Aglauro.  There was also Eresictón of Thessaly, son of Triopas and Hiscila.  He was punished by Démeter and
condemned to suffer from insatiable hunger. 

eretofobia
It means aversion to sex, fear of having sex or talking about it. 

ereutofobia
It is the pathological flushing or facial redness of a person.  It is the severe and prolonged blush due to an external
stimulus or abnormal functioning of the nervous system. 

erético
The correct term is heretical, with h.  It means that it defends or promotes heresy.  Text containing heresies .

ergasiofobia
It is hatred or aversion to tarbajo.  I hate doing chores or trades. 

ergastula
The correct term is ergastula.  It was an old way of calling a prison, prison, criminal, prison.



ergativo
In Linguistics it is the type of language or language, in which the subject is marked with differences, depending on
whether it appears next to a transitive verb or an intransitive one.  It is a characteristic of several languages or
languages such as Basque, Mayan or Pano (Amahuaca or Yora). 

ergástula
In ancient times was a kind of prison for slaves.  Dungeon, jail, prison, Panopticon, prison, prison, penitentiary cell.

ergástulo
It can mean jail, prison, dungeon.  Place where inmates or slaves are confined.  It can also mean prisoner, inmate,
prisoner.  It can also mean workshop, workplace. 

ergofobia
It can be considered as the phobia of work, especially when it is reduced to being in the same place or in a very defined
position for a long time. 

ergonomía
It is the relationship that exists between people and the elements of daily use.  In essence it is the equipment of
belongings or machines tailored to the user or worker.  It means tailored to your body. 

erguela
In Bolivia, it is the surname of a folk singer.  Its full name is Mónica Ergueta Romero . 

erguer
It means to lift, to stand in Gallego.  In Galicia it is the name of a student movement that aims to promote, defend and
promote the use of Galician.  Its full name is "Erguer .  Estudantes da Galiza".  It is considered a left-wing and
independence movement. 

erguén
It is one of the names of a thorny and small tree from which an oil widely used in cosmetics is extracted.  It is also called
argan.  Its scientific name is Argania spinosa and belongs to the family Sapotaceae.  In Morocco they give you many
different uses (wood.  edible oil, goat fodder).  

erguia
The correct term is stood.  It is an inflection of stand or stand up.  Means straighten, stretch, lift, too steep, lift, hoist,
please of foot.

erhuido
erhuido is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Erect" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is erect. It is an
inflection of stand up. It is a synonym of standing, firm, of standing, stretched.

erhuido
erhuido is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Erect" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is erect. It is an
inflection of stand up. It is a synonym of standing, firm, of standing, stretched.



erial
It is a type of land that has not been cultivated.  Arid or sterile terrain.   Steppe, wilderness, desert, stony.  Wasteland or
abandoned.

erica
It is a woman's name of German origin and means Eternal Princess or Single Queen.  There is the Erika variant.  Erica
is also the name of a genus of plants in the family Ericaceae and commonly known as heather, brecina, brooms or
biercoles.  Erica in Ancient Greek means heather. 

erida
Erida or Erida is a woman of unknown origin's name and is considered a distortion or variant of the names Erika, Erica
or Élida.  Some consider that it is a variant of the name Eris or Éride (Greek goddess of discord, and name of a dwarf
planet).  It is the name of a woman named Erida Leuschner, daughter of the also astronomer Armin Otto Leuschner. 
There is also the surname Erida, Latino ancestry in United States.

eridani
It's the name of a star, a constellation.  Eridanus or Eridano .  Name of a river flowing in Acuarius.  In different cultures it
has been associated with a river of importance (Po for Latinos or Romans, Uphrates for Babylonians or Nile for
Egyptians).  It's about 10 light-years from Earth.  One of the names of the Star Ran. 

eridano
In Ancient Greek mythology it was the name of one of the five rivers that crossed Haedes or Hades (the Inframindo).  It
is also called Eridadano or Eridanus.  Name of a Constellation . 

erige
Inflection to erect .  It means establishing, cementing, building, building, lifting, raising.

erigerón
It is the Spanishization of the word Erigeron, without tilde.  It means "old spring man", referring to having seeds coated
with white hairs.  It is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Asteraceae.  They have the common names
of erigerón, daisy, zarragamar, coniza, bellorita, erígero, ayaguachi.

erigido
It is an inflection of erect. Means lift, build, found, establish, establish, Institute, build, build, boost.

erika
Erika is incorrectly written and it should be written as Erika ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Erika ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of Germanic origin woman.  It means the eternal Princess.  Variant of Erica.

erinia
In Greek mythology it was each of the personifications of revenge.  They were also called Erínias or Eurymides.  Among
the Romans they were called Furies.  It is also the name of a genus Botánico, which belongs to the family
Campanulaceae.  It is synonymous with the genus Campanula.

eriphyla



Name of one of the characters from Greek mythology.  it was also called Erifile.  She was the daughter of Thalaus and
sister of Adrastus (kings of Argos).  She was the wife of Anfirao.  Name of an asteroid 462. 

erisictón
It was one of the names by which a King of Thessaly was known in Ancient Greece.  He was also known as Eton
(meaning voracious), Eresicton or Erisicton.  He suffered from a voracious hunger for punishment from Démeter and
was the father of Mestra.  Another ancient Greek character, he had the same name and was known as Eresicton of
Attica or Erisicton the Athenian, who was the son of King Cécrope of Athens and Aglaurus. 

eritertoralis
They are one of those words that psychologists invent in evaluation tests.  It is simply the group of letters that forms the
word territorial, but in disorder.  Obviously as it's written, it doesn't mean anything.  It's like when you're told that you
have light, oroj, dreve (all are colors).  Sometimes they ask these questions, just in order to spread to the collaborators
or to get the spark out of those who are angry to answer and do not understand that the idea of this dictionary is to clear
doubts.

eritrofobia
Fear, fear or hatred of the color red.  Fear of blushing. 

erizársele el cabello a alguien
It is the same thing that put your hair in tip.  It is a sensation that reflects fright or much impact by something
unexpected.  Usually bristles or hair or hair of the arms.  Hair or hair roughness, sharp, thorny, stiff, rigid, thorny.

erídano
It was the name in Ancient Greek mythology, of one of the rivers that crossed the underworld (Hades).  Name of one of
the constellations of the Southern or Southern Hemisphere.  It is also called Eridano or Eridanus. 

erlenmeyer
It is a type of flask or glass container that is used in chemistry laboratories.  It has a cone shape, flat base and cylindrical
neck.  It is special for heating liquids when you want them not to evaporate much.

erminia
It is a name of woman and of Germanic origin.  It means the consecrated to God.  Variant: Herminia.

ermita
Isolated, lonely and small prayer site.  Site where lives the hermit.  Site of prayer and spiritual devotion. Grotto, cave.

ermitañisno
Tendency or habit of the hermit.  Doctrine that promulgates live alone and isolated.  Custom contrary to the social nature
of man.  It has as a maxim that man is born good and society corrupts it.

erna
It is a woman's name of Norwegian origin, meaning capable, the one who can, the one who is capable.  In Norwegian
mythology, Erna was the wife of the demigod Jarl.  It has variants Ernalynn , Ernaline .  Name of the former Prime
Minister of Norway who is called Erna Solberg (2013 to 2021).  He is leader of the Conservative Party of Norway.  Name



of a 95-year-old American engineer, inventor.  Her full name is Erna Schneider Hoover.  Name of an asteroid ( 406 ) . 

ernestina
It is a name of Germanic origin woman and means which has will and always wins.  That fight to overcome.  Male
variant: Ernesto.

ernesto
Ernesto is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Ernesto; It is 41 name;. "being its meaning:"<br>It is a male
name, it means that struggles to overcome.  It is of German origin.  Variant for woman Ernestina.

eroda
Rolling inflection.  It means slipping, slipping, sliding and also eroding, deezing,

erope
Character name of the Odyssey .  In Greek mythology she was the mother of Menelaus and wife of Atreus, the King of
Mycenae. 

eros
Eros is incorrectly written and should be written as "Eros ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Men's deity of love and
fertility in the ancient Greece.  Also called Eleuterio ( the Liberator ) and Dionysus.  Equivalent in Rome of Cupid ( 41
desire;.  Eros is the name of an Italian surname Ramazzotti, interpreter of romantic ballads and Latin Rock Singer.

erosionada
It means it has been affected by erosion.   It means worn, affected, corroded, scraped, discredited, diminished,
destroyed.

erotares
erotares is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Erotar" as meaning:<br>Erotar is rubbernecking, look at from all
sides. Seen in amplitude. Panoramic view. It is also a synonym of Pangea or the only continent in geology.

eroticidad
It means that you can general sexual pleasure.  It has characteristics or conditions that produce increased sexual desire
(it can be through imagination, fantasy and/or sensory stimulation). 

erotógeno
It is the same as erogenous.  It means that it generates or produces sexual attraction.  That promotes libido, attraction or
passion.  Erogenous is also used. 

erógeno
It means that it generates or produces sexual attraction.  That promotes libido, attraction or passion.  Erotogen is also
used. 

erómenos
At the time of the ancient Greece was the minor who was loved by the adult (which in turn was called erastes and lover



amador: who loves).  Who is loved or receive affection.

eróticas
Plural of erotica.  It means that he inspires love or passion.  Sensual amatoria, carnal, morbid, lush, lascivious, lustful,
lewd.

erpurua
Erpurua is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language. Means heel, carcanal.

errabundos
It means they are changing their home or residence.  They don't stay in one place.  No fixed place of residence. 
Girgogos, wanderers, unstable, nomadic, vagrants (in Colombia the term gypsies is also used).

erradia
Erradia is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese.  It is the feminine of erradio.  Erradia in Portuguese means
fugitive, homeless, vagamunda, runaway.  It is possible that they intended to ask for radiates.  In this case it is an
inflection of radiate, which means spreading or watering either radial or radiated, on all sides.  Emanate, issue, fire,
glow, Flash, flashing, spread, desperdigar, project, spread.

erradicar
It means root boot.  Permanently delete .  Delete , finish , exterminate .  Suppress. 

errado
It means wrong.  It is a turning of err, which means wrong, fail, do not hit, not hit.

errática
It means you don't know where you're going, you're going back and forth, you're confused, you don't know what to do. 
Drifting.  It is subject to the action of external agents, in swing.  In Medicine, an ailment that changes place but remains. 
Let him wander or wander. 

errático
It means that he does not know where he is going, that he goes from one place to another, that he is confused, that he
does not know what to do.  Adrift .  That it is subject to the action of external agents, in swing.  In medicine, an ailment
that changes places but remains.  Wandering or wandering.  That moves disorderly. 

error tipografico
The correct term is typing.  It is a kind of error that arises to arrange the plates of typography and they are reflected
when you start to print.  It is an old system of editing or printing.  Currently these errors are errors of fingering.

ertofobia
It is the same as ereutphobia.  Fear of blushing or embarrassment about something. 

eructar
It is the action of emitting burcs or regüeldos, regoldar, releasing or emitting gases product of poor digestion or fullness



through the mouth. 

eructo
It is the action or effect of burping.  Which means to regoldar, release or emit gases product of poor digestion or fullness
through the mouth. 

erudito
Person with a broad understanding, deep knowledge person.  Learned, cult, illustrated, expert, knowledgeable, wise,
studious, trained, Sage.

eruditos
Plural of ueruditos.  People of many knowledge, very studious.  Experts, cults, sapientes, knowledgeable, wise.

eruido
ERuido is a platform for continuous monitoring of Industrial noise, occupational, community that has more than 20 years
of use and development. The eRuido, or EMCR ( Station of continuous monitoring of noise ) He was born as a thesis
project in 1992 in the laboratory of microprocessor of the Universidad Austral ( 41 Chile; and since that time has been
developed according to the needs of companies and acoustic engineers. The eRuido has already been considered as
valid support tool to control noise emission by the authority, and we are permanently looking for how to adhere to the
highest standards.

erupción
Violent emission of lava and gases from a volcano.  Also in Colombia is a way to call an outbreak, rash, welt or eczema. 
Red spot or welts that come out on the skin.

erythrotherium
It means beast or fierce red.  It forms with the Greek roots Erythos (red) and therium (beast, fierce) .  They were
mammals that existed in the Jurassic.

es el colmo
It means excess, exaggeration, undueness, abuse, outrage, arbitrariness, injustice.  It means that it exceeds any
permitted measure.

es hablar por los demas
It can be one of the definitions of spokesman.

es toda una joyita
In Colombia when it says " It is all a gem " to say that the character that is spoken is of very bad ilk, which has a
notorious crime record, which is not recommended for anything. Malandro, criminal.

es un mandón
It means he commands a lot, he gives a lot of orders.  Authoritarian, dominant, mandamás, tyrant.

esacto



precise is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Exact" being its meaning:<br>The precise word is incorrect. What
is right is right. It means precise, custom, full, timely, fair, full, regular, faithful, strict, authoritative, thorough, fulfilled.

esanak esan
Esanak esan is not a voice of the Spanish language but the Basque. It means however.

esaú
It is a male name of biblical and Hebrew origin.  It means hairy, hairy, woolly, with lambskin. 

esbarizaculos
They are children's games that are also called slides, slides or slides. There is also a children's playground with that
name. Leisure and child recreation centre.

esbarrar
It means bumping, falling, tripping, abalroar, colidir, crashing, collide, crash.

esbeltas
Harmonious body, thin and beautiful.  Airy, arrogant, gambling, garbosas, thin, thin, spiky, graceful.

esbelto
Well care, athletic body.  Tall, slim, provided, gallardo, handsome, garboso, airy, graceful, heading.

esbirro
It's the same as henchman or hitman.  Person who executes violent and unlawful actions for a payment.  Hired to make
evils or to commit serious crimes.  It can also mean sheriff, police, guardian, executioner.

esbirros
Person who is by profession to implement violence under orders of the authority.  Sicario, bully, henchman, follower,
supporter second son, guard, Sheriff.  Executioners.

esburgar
It is a term of the Portuguese language.  It means separating the bones from the flesh, lessen, shelling, expunge. 
Cleaning of imperfections.

escabechina
It means destruction, destruction, chaos, slaughter, loss, ruin, despelote, hecatombe.  Degollina, massacre, butchery,
matazón.  Colloquially totazón or generalized loss of an exam by the students of a course. 

escabiar
Too steep elbow, drink, libar, take liquor overreact. Scratching ( in Colombia is the same as getting drunk; scabbio in
Italian is scabies, Welt, which produces that: scratch is 41.

escabio



It is a kind of low-quality wine.  It is also associated with liqueur, drunk, drunk, alcoholic.  It is a word of Italian origin (
Scabbi: came ).

escabiosis
It means that they suffer from ringworm or scabies.  Skin disease caused by mites.  Dirt. 

escabioso
It means blunt, he's got scabies.  Mangy.  He's got scrabiosis. 

escabiosos
Plural of scabioso .  It means that they are scabies, that they have scabies.  Mangy.  Who have scabies.  That they are
dirty or filthy.  They act lazily or negligently.  perzy, slow. 

escabrosa
It means rough, full of rocks.  Of very steep slopes.  It has many slopes.  It means abrupt, uneven, steep, tortuous,
broken, difficult, difficult, rough.  It can also mean murky, risky, twisted, obscene, immoral. 

escabroso
Land full of rocks, with very steep slopes.  It has a lot of unevenness.  It means abrupt, steep, tortuous, broken, difficult,
difficult, rough. 

escabrosos
Plural of rugged.  It means abrupt, steep, unevenly uneven, broken, tortuous. 

escabullido
It is an inflection of slipping.  In Colombia, he wants to tell Miss, escape, escape, escape, hide, hide, overshadow it.  .

escabullirse
It means getting lost, hiding, running away, running away, evading, slipping.

escachar
In Colombia, it means fail in the attempt to hit a ball, hitting the air or the ground.  Colloquially also say burst you the
chain, left of estray (strike, baseball), means make mistakes, fail, not atinar, not hitting.

escaciabanles
escaciabanles is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Escaceabanles" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
escaceabanles. It is an inflection of curbing. It means that they are already depleted them, ended them, missing them.
Les escaceaban. Missing, lessen, reduce, lower.

escalada
Scale inflection, which means climbing.  ascend, climb.  It means climb, climb, ascent. 

escaladas



It can mean promotions or raises.  Climbing to a Summit or a mountain.  It can also mean barrages, sequences,
seguidillas, tonga, salva.

escalafones
Listing offering a sort of people according to parameters previously set order. Classification of a group of people
according to their age, level of expertise, age or level of wages. List established ranges, parameters, or scales.

escalamientos
It means climbs, ascents.  Climbed.  It's the climbing exercises.  Mountaineering or climbing activities to summits.

escalda
It is the name of a river of Europe, which was born in France and runs through the Netherlands and Belgium.  Important
river of the Flanders region. 

escaldadura
Step action or effect.  Burn or irritation caused by continuous rubbing of clothing or contact with hot liquids.  Scalding. 

escaldo
It was the name given to the ancient Viking warrior poets.  They belonged to the court of the Scandinavian kings of the
Middle Ages and were authors of epic songs, family epics and heroic poems. 

escalera
It's the same as staircase.  Construction or structure that allows you to communicate various levels or heights.  Element
built with two slats or ropes and several steps or steps that allows you to climb or climb heights.  Element used for
scaling .  In Colombia ladder in a type of vehicle, bus or truck that serves to transport cargo and passengers.  We also
call it mixed bus, simply mixed or chiva.  It is widely used in rural regions and in places where peasant or indigenous
communities prevail.

escaleretas
The Escaleretas is a place of great importance within the Natural Park Sierra de Las Nieves in Parauta, Málaga province
in Spain.  There is an special geological, climatic zone, and there is a copy of Spanish FIR (FIR species), which are
calculated more than 500-year-old.

escalona
It is a surname of Spanish origin, especially in the province of Huesca.  In Colombia is the surname of one of the
greatest composers of the genre of vallenato music.  Rafael Calixto Escalona Martinez, was better known as the master
Escalona.  Escalona is also the name of a Colombian Telenovela that chronicled the life of the remarkable composer.  It
is also an inflection of staggered, meaning graduate set scales, categorize, form treads or belts.  Do something by
stages.  Rank.

escalonada
It means that it has steps or rungs.  That it is organized or distributed in a gradual and progressive manner.  It has
several stages that follow one after the other. 

escalonarlo



Staggering inflection.  It means to graduate, hierarchize, level.  Distribute or distribute in an orderly manner in spaces or
in time.  By intervals . 

escaloña
It is an Asian variety of onions.  It means Chinese onion variety.  It is also called a cast, charlotte, shallot, shallot.  Its
scientific name is Allium ascalonicum and belongs to the family Amaryllidaceae.

escalope
It is the name given to a thin slice of meat, frightened and fried.  It can be beef, veal, pork or even chicken. 

escalón
Augmentative of scale .  Step , harrow, scale .  Each of the platforms that on different levels form a staircase.  Each of
the parameters set for a promotion or progression.  Partial success, intermediate achievement. 

escalpe
Hair torn by the Sioux from their enemies and considered a war trophy.  Name given to the wound left by tearing off the
scalp. 

escalpelamiento
Scalping can also be used.  It is cutting or tearing off the scalp.  It was a trophy of war between Native American tribes. 

escalplo
It is a type of very sharp blade, which the tanning thighs of leg skin scrape them.  Blade used in tanneries.

escama
Corneal plate that covers the body of the fish and some reptiles.  Flattened blade.  Scars covering wounds or skin
infections.  In Colombia of the bulla colloquial fashion, scandal, noise.  Beat Flake is to make scandal, trumpeting a
gossip.

escamandro
Name of a Cretan prince, married to nymph Ida or Idea and who were parents of Teucro.  Name of the river that ran
through the Valley of Escamandria, near Troy, in the mythology of Ancient Greece.  Janto River.  It was the name of the
god of rivers or just the river-god.

escamas de sapo
It is a so-called shamanic ritual where he intends to use ancestral plants in human consumption. The molecule of God or
DMT, is known to be the most powerful hallucinogen of the developing world in drug for addicts disguised as friends of
ancestral medicine.

escamocha
It is the name given in Mexico to a preparation of chopped fruits with juice of various citrus fruits.  It is very special from
Jalisco and in other regions is called bionic.  It is similar to what in Colombia we call fruit salad, fruit cocktail or splash. 
There are several kinds of fruits chopped in squares or cubes and to which are added some juice of one of them or
orange juice.  There are many ways to prepare them and in some cases they add yogurt or cream of milk.  In some
countries and in Spain, leftover food is told to flaky or flaky. 



escamoso
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for bragging.  Fantoche, smug, vain, bluff, believable, presumptuous, ostentatious. 
It has the body covered with scales.

escamotear
It means manipulating, hiding or disappearing.  Deceive by hand play.  Steal, steal, subtract.  To vanish is to run away,
to flee.

escancia
Turning of pouring, which means pouring, serving, casting, trasegar.  Pouring of a liquor from quite a height over a glass
or a glass. 

escanciar
It means drinking, libar, drink, sip.  Action of serving the wine in the glasses. 

escanda
It is the same as spelt or spelt.  Large and coarse grain wheat.  Rustic wheat .  It is a variety of wheat, with scientific
name Triticum spelta.  It is known as spelt wheat, major spelt, major spelt or spelt wheat.  It is a hybrid of the Wild Spelt
(Tritucum dicoccoides).  It has been cultivated in the Iberian Peninsula for about 5000 years. 

escandalo
The correct term is (tilde) scandal.  In Colombia is synonymous with flocking, outrage, hubbub, bulla, revolt, disorder,
chaos, confusion, mess, anarchy, riot, get, rina, gazapera.

escandilar
escandilar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dazzling" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is dazzling. 
It means to momentarily blind by focusing a light directly in the eyes.  Dazzle your eyes.

escandinavia
It is an extensive region of Europe composed of Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Faroe Islands and part of Finland
(they are called Scandinavian countries).  Countries of Viking ancestors. 

escandinavo
It means that it is native to Scandinavia, a northern European region.  It consists of several countries: Sweden, Norway,
Denmark, Iceland, Faroe Islands and part of Finland.  You can also reference a Nordic source language.  It is divided
into East Scandinavian (Danish, Selanda, Funen) and Western Scandinavian (Icelandic, Faroese, Norwegian). 

escaneos
Plural of Scan.  Scan action or effect.  Is to revise or copy with a scanner.   Scanning is to get images of the inside of
something using a scanner.  It's also getting a picture of a text and saving it as a file on the computer.

escangallar
In some regions of Spain, it means to disrupt, destroy, spoil, damage, decompose, disarm.  Break , fractionate . 



escanio
A term that is being used by Spanish speakers to indicate seat.  This is because on many computer or mobile keyboards
there is no ñ.  Seat, is a type of chair with back.  In Politics it is the same as curul or put in a legislative body (senate,
chamber, assembly, council).

escanol
It is another common name in Mexico overlooking the trees of acacia (family fabaceae).

escaño
Chair with backrest and puffed.  Each of the seats or chairs parliamentary.  Site where you can sit comfortably.

escaparate
In the interior of Colombia is synonymous with Dresser, wardrobe.  It also means stained-glass, display cabinet, shelf,
desk.

escaparme rapido
In colloquial way Colombia is slipping away, leaving a place soon (usually from the office, to go to the House).  It is also
evade or avoid something that is uncomfortable or annoying.

escapo
It's a turning point of escaping.  It means running away, running away, leaving.  Save yourself, avoid.  In Botany is the
name of is a stem that comes out of the rhizome, is devoid of leaves and at the end supports a flower.

escapulario
It is a rope that is used as a necklace and carrying on the front a few cloths with sacred images.  It is used by religious
and very devout Catholics.  It is also a piece of long cloth, part of the dress of some congregations (especially
Carmelites) by way of semicapa.  It is called monastic scapular.

escara
It is a portion of necrotic tissue, which can appear on the skin or subcutaneous tissue.  Used as a synonym for crust,
caracha (though the crust is really different).

escarabajo
They're the same cardrivers or coleoptera.  It is estimated that there are more than 375. 000 species.  They are insects
that have consistent wings and form a kind of box that protects their bodies.  They belong to the Coleoptera Order.  In
the world cycling slang is the nickname by which every Colombian pedalist is known, for the fame of being very good
climbers.  In Colombia beetle is the popular way to call the German car Volkswagen Beetle, also known as volko, vocho
or flea.  It is a small car, very resistant and that does not have a radiator.

escaramujo
Fruit of the wild rose.

escaramujos
It is the same as rose hip or what they call tapaculos in Spain.  They are the fruits in Berry of the plants in the family
Rosaceae.  Petals pink matte result.  Cinorrodon.



escaramuza
It is a short between two groups of people.  In Colombia is synonymous with fray, get, gazapera, flurry, Brawl, scandal,
rina, pendency, pomp.

escarapela
In Colombia it is a kind of card that is carried with tape to the neck or attached to the height of a nipple, in order to
identify itself.  It is used in companies or also in events such as a congress.  It can also be a type of ornament made with
colored ribbons, which can also be called rosette, rosette or cucarda.  In Argentina, patriotic symbol.  Inflection of
cockling, which means scraping, scratching, peeling, removing or removing scars.

escarapelar
Remove the scars or scabs, scraping.  In Colombia it means raer, scraping and sanding.  Remove the surface layers of
something, Peel.

escarapuche
The scarapuche can also be a dish prepared with pieces of pork, rabbit or beef, which can be roasted in a pan
accompanied by paprika, tomato.  onion, olive oil, vinegar and salt.   In some forms of preparation egg is also added.


